
Modelling mehanisms of animal behaviourTony Ludlow01420 83922mailto:tony.ludlow�modelresearh.omwww.modelresearh.om/siene/letures/model.pdfJanuary 12, 2006The human brain is often quite inapable ofappreiating the onsequenes of the theo-ries it is able to propose. It is all too easyto make mistakes in logi when proposingan explanation in words, and to pass overthe mistake repeatedly. A omputer modelthat embodies our assumptions will ruth-lessly expose any weaknesses that are inher-ent in our theorising. . . on the otherhandit will also reveal unexpeted explanations.The omputer will present us with an unbi-ased aount of our assumptions, somethingwe might be quite inapable of doing withthe most honest intentions. (Toates, 1975).I shall use the word model to mean a working versionof a theory or hypothesis. Beause it is a working ver-sion, a model has to be omplete and unambiguous.It is therefore a reliable and aurate way of workingout the onsequenes of our ideas. If there is a fault,it is usually with our ideas.The model may onsist of equations whih an beexplored by algebra but, more often it is a omputerprogram whih must be heked to see that the as-sumptions are properly built into the model and thenrun to prove their onsequenes.I suspet that there is a useful role for modelling inmost researh programmes and the aims of the letureare to fous on one partiular program and �nd1. the kind of questions that needed further exper-iments,2. those that were helped by modelling,

3. the new questions that were raised by the mod-elling work4. and something of the steps in the modelling pro-essTo do this I have hosen our work on moth orientationand the session will be divided into three phases1. A brief aount of the way ideas developed dur-ing our researh on male moths in a pheromoneplume. This will illustrate the questions weould answer experimentally and those thatneeded modelling2. A session in whih the group tries to �nd answersto the modelling questions3. A review of the modelling we did during thework, and of the questions it answered and raised1 Moths in a pheromone plume1.1 The development of ideasYou have already had the onlusions of our work onmoth orientation, together with more reent work.My aim here is to desribe the way our ideas devel-oped over time.Kennedy (1940) Reported that mosquitoes yingin still air over moving stripes tended to y inthe same diretion as the stripes. This is equiva-lent to turning up wind and he showed that the1
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turning tendeny depends on both the speed andobliquity of image movement. He used the termretinal veloity to mean speed and diretion ofimage movement.Wright (1958); Kellogg et al. (1962) desribedupwind ight by Drosophila in response to foododours.Kennedy and Marsh (1974) demonstrated thatmale moths (Plodia interpuntella) in a wind-tunnel turned upwind in response to oor pat-tern in a plume of female sex-pheromone. Theyew upwind in a series of zig-zags. A hange inapparent wind diretion ould be introdued bymoving the oor pattern downwind faster thanthe wind. The moth's response was to reversethe diretion of ight and y away from thesoure in what now appeared to be the upwinddiretion.Marsh et al. (1978, 1981) Desribed traks ofPlodia interpuntella in pheromone in a wind-tunnel and showed that the ground traks hadthe same angle to wind and the same ground-speeds in three windspeeds (0.1, 0.2, 0.3 m s�1).This was the observation that started the mod-elling work.Ludlow and Marsh (1978) Proposed that mothsresolved image movement into longitudinal andtransverse omponents, instead of angle and ve-loity of movement. They suggested that turningupwind was ahieved by turning in the diretionof the transverse image movement and showedthat ontrol of trak angle required ontrol ofairspeed as well as longitudinal and transverseimage movement.Kennedy et al. (1980, 1981, 1982) Desribedthe ight behaviour of moths in a wind tunnel:in uniform pheromone; in a plume on its own;and in a plume superimposed on a bakgroundof uniform pheromone. The moths made aninitial upwind surge in uniform pheromone andthen ast from side to side, but with narrowerasts than when pheromone was withdrawn.

At this stage we had a omplete theory of mothorientation in pheromone, based on wind-tunnelexperiments. At the onset of pheromone a malemoth would surge upwind in a series of zigzags.On losing the pheromone it would ast from sideto side at approximately 90Æ to the wind.In uniform pheromone the moth eased to makeupwind progress but turned from side to sidemore frequently, so the asts were shorter. Whenthe plume from a single female was superim-posed on a uniform bakground of pheromonethe male ould �nd the female without diÆ-ulty. In otherwords, the male responded to in-reases in pheromone by surging upwind, evenwhen these inreases were superimposed on aloud of pheromone. In nature, with thousandsof females upwind the male's task is to �nd thenearest female and this mehanism would allowhim to do that.David et al. (1982) used smoke plumes anddemonstrated that individual parels of airtravelled in straight lines for several metresover rough grass in quite turbulent winds. Thisexperiment arose from a seminar given by Walland Perry who had been told by a meteorologistthat parels of air travelled in straight lines evenin turbulent winds. The Silwood ontingentdid not believe it so we did experiments witha smoke generator videoed from a 30 m hightower. Wall and Perry were right and wepublished the results together.Figure 1 shows the results and at one you anguess the eÆieny of the system we had workedout in wind-tunnel experiments. You an alsounderstand why a dog (or a polar bear) has awet nose.David et al. (1983) took the moth experimentsinto the �eld using the 30 m tower again and abubble generator to mark where the pheromonewas likely to be. The moths behaved exatly aswe had predited heading upwind when in bub-bles and aross wind when it lost the pheromone.However, we added the disovery that when themoth reloated the plume on a ross-wind ast,2



Figure 1: Segments of traks of smoke pu�s reordedwithin a 10-min period. Grid markers 5 m apart(From David et al, 1982).it usually found the plume loser to the sourethan when it had lost it. This is a onsequene ofgeometry, and should have been shown by mod-elling, but we had overlooked it.1.2 Points of surpriseFollowing the early work by Kennedy (1940);Kellogg et al. (1962) we expeted the moths to showupwind ight in response to pheromone, alhough therest of the world probably did not. The ommontheory at the time was that moths followed onen-tration gradients. We had expeted ight to dependon wind diretion, but the zig-zag ight in a plumeame as a surprise. So did the ross-wind astingwhen pheromone was withdrawn.Later, the ontrol of groundspeed and trak-anglein di�erent windspeeds ame as a surprise. So didthe behaviour in uniform pheromone. We had ex-peted the moth to y straight upwind in uniformpheromone beause we thought the zig-zagging was

due to rapid loss and gain of pheromone as the mothsampled the edge of the plume.I think most people at the time thought that strongenough uniform pheromone would jam the systembut, instead, we found the moth able to loate a sin-gle female against a uniform bakground. That wasa surprise at the time but it should not have been.A male needs to be able to ope when the air is fullof pheromone so we should have expeted moths tohave evolved a strategy for oping.We were stunned by the information that individ-ual pakages of air travel in straight lines. Whenwe �nally aepted that it was true, after trying todisprove it, the auray and power of the moths'orientation system was obvious. We were surprisedto disover that the moths were loser to the sourewhen they lost the plume and found it again afterasting. But apart from that, were not a bit surprisedby their behaviour in the �eld. However, it was the�eld demonstration that onvined the readers.1.3 Generalising to other insetsThese points of surprise show that our mental mod-els, at every stage, were wrong or inomplete and it isinstrutive to ask how well we ould now predit thebehaviour of other insets. Other speies use upwindorientation to �nd odour soures. I have wathed awasp asting a few inhes from side to side, just abovethe ground, before it pouned on an inset larva. Inall respets it behaved like a male moth in pheromonebut there are other speies where we may expet dif-ferenes in orientation behaviour.For example, many forest insets use pheromones.Does air behave in the same way in a forest as it doeson open ground? The answer is almost ertainly no.In partiular, individual parels of air no longer movein straight lines. They may do so at �rst, but a latergust in a di�erent diretion will probably hange thediretion of a parel so that an inset going upwindwhen it gets the sent may head in the wrong dire-tion. Do forest insets use di�erent mehanisms, ordo they simply have a harder task? There is evidenethat the mehanisms are the same, but they are lesseÆient in forest beause the information in the windis less aurate. A model ould show how muh3



less eÆient.Tsetse y live in areas where the wind is often 0.1m s�1, and they y so muh faster than this that itmay not be worth their waiting for the wind to bringthe odour to them. It may be quiker for the y tosearh out an odour soure by trial and error.Slow-ying insets, like mosquitoes, Drosophila, andso on, may use anemotaxis as moths do, but the eÆ-ieny may be very di�erent. Soures of food odourmay be very large ompared with a single female, andthere is no rae to food, as there is when the �rst maleto mate wins. The inset must minimise ost of ightnot time.Some insets, suh as aphids y so slowly, that itmay be most eÆient to drift down-wind and land inresponse to a food sent.There are many questions about how well a strategyworks, and whih is the optimal strategy, in di�erentonditions. Some progress on these questions ouldbe made by quantitative modelling, espeially the dif-ferene between forest and open ground insets. Ex-perimental work would be essential but �eld experi-ments are expensive and modelling ould be used toredue some of this ost by targeting the �eld work.An example is given by Belanger and Arbas (1998)who ompared several di�erent models of zig zaggingight and the models were less eÆient at �nding thesoure than real moths.Please ponder how you would model the e�e-tiveness of di�erent strategies of orientation?What inputs would a model inset neeed?What responses would we have to build in?What questions might suh a model answer?2 How does the nervous systemwork?Throughout the work we were funded by the Agri-ultural Researh Counil (later AFRC) and the en-tral questions were: How does a male moth �nda female emitting sex pheromone? Can wejam the system or is it better to try to attratand kill the males? However, as we made progress,an additional question emerged: \What do our ob-

servations tell us about the way the nervous systemworks?".It seemed that we might get a handle on the nervoussystem by looking in detail at the following questions:1. How does a moth turn upwind?2. How does it ahieve a similar ross-wind groundtrak in winds of di�erent speed?3. Why does it keep the same groundspeed in dif-ferent windspeeds? Presumably, it ould ahievea higher groundspeed in low windspeeds but ithooses not to. This seems strange when themale is raing other males to the female.In the next setions we examine these questions inturn but �rst, we need to examine the triangle ofveloities and agree some de�nitions.2.1 Wind drift and the triangle of ve-loitiesFigure 2 shows a triangle of veloities. The moth iesat an airspeed, A, into a wind of speed, W , and theangle between ourse and wind is the ourse angle,�, In these irumstanes, the moth will make someheadway into the wind but will be drifted bak so thatits trak over the ground is given by G. Sine its bodyis pointing in the diretion of A and it is moving overthe ground in the diretion of G, the images moveover the moth's retina at the drift angle, Æ. Imagemovement is in the opposite diretion to G while theretinal veloity of images will depend on G and themoth's height above ground, h.Notie that the trak angle to wind is � and that� = �+ Æ (1)� = �+ Æ� = �+ ÆI suggested, in 1978, that the image movement mightnot be stored in the nervous system as G and Æ butit might be resolved into two omponents: along thebody axis, L, and aross the body axis, Tr. Thequestion arose while trying to model the system but,sine then, neurons responding to longitudinal and4



Figure 2: Triangle of veloities for an inset yingto the right of the wind-line, showing the notationused throughout. The sides of the triangle are pro-portional to the moth's airspeed, A, the windspeed,W , and the resultant groundspeed, G. � is the an-gle between the insets long axis and the wind; �is the angle between ground trak and wind while Æis the angle between the inset's long axis and thediretion of the ground trak. L and Tr are the lon-gitudinal and transverse omponents of the insetsgroundspeed.

transverse omponents of image movement have beenfound (Hausen, 1982a,b). It is still sensible to on-sider models with Æ and G as well as those based onTr and L.It is important to note that the moth has no diretmeasure of wind speed,W , � or �. To ontrol these itmust alulate them in some way from the variablesit an measure diretly. These are: A, G and Æ or,alternatively, A, L and Tr2.2 Turning upwindThe �rst observation is that moths turn upwind inresponse to pheromone onset. Kennedy (1951) re-viewed his mosquito work saying:Similarly, it was suggested that when theimages pass transversely, say from left toright, instead of diretly from front to bakover the eye, owing to a ross-wind from theright, the inset ompensated by followingthe diretion of the transverse image move-ment, that is by turning toward the rightuntil it is faing into the wind, and trans-verse image movement has therefore eased.This sounds like a suggestion that left to right im-age movement, Tl, auses the inset to turn right butKennedy (pers. omm.) always thought in polar o-ordinates and used the term retinal veloity to meanspeed and diretion of image movements.Nevertheless, Kennedy's mehanism works perfetlywell. All we need to think about is the mehanis ofturning. Let us assume that the thrust of the rightand left wings an be varied. The moth will turn tothe right when the left wing-thrust is greater thanthe right and vie versa. Figure 3 shows a simplemodel whih turns upwind. The thrust ommand,P , inreases wing-thrust on both sides but the leftwing-thrust is redued by right!left movement de-tetors while the thrust of the right wings is reduedby left!right detetors.This simple model an be translated into a omputerprogram (written in the language DARE P) as shownin Table. 1Figure 4 shows output from the turning program inTable 1. The torque has a maximum when the ourse5



Table 1: Computer program of the upwind-turning model$D1** UPWIND TURNING MECHANISM* ************************** Let ALPHA be the angle, in degrees, between the inset's long axis* and the upwind diretion (wind from left to right is positive).* ALPHA' is the turning rate (degrees per seond, right positive)* ALPHA' = DELAY(TORQUE, TORLAG, 1, 0.0 )** where DELAY(...) is a funtion whih makes ALPHA' equal to the* value that TORQUE had exatly TORLAG seonds before* TORQUE = C1*(THRUSTL - THRUSTR)** where C1 is a onstant of proportionality, and where THRUSTL and* THRUSTR are left and right wing-thrust respetively. These are* given by* THRUSTL = P - TRTHRUSTR = P - TL** where P is a signal inreasing wing-thrust on both sides.* TR and TL are the rates of right-left and left-right image* movement. (NOTE: it ould be THRUSTL = P + TL; THRUSTR = P + TR.* What differene would that make and how ould we test the model?** Right-left image movement is proportional to the transverse* wind drift (WIND*SIN(ALPHA)) but the neurons arrying this signal* annot go negative, so the signals arrying TR and TL are given by:* TR = WIND*MAX( SIN(ALPHA*RADIAN), 0.0)TL = WIND*MAX( SIN( -ALPHA* RADIAN), 0.0)** where MAX(...) is a funtion that ensures that TL and TR* never go negative.** An initial value for ALPHA must be set elsewhere in the program,* as must values for the parameters TORLAG, C1, P, WIND and RADIAN*END*----------------------------------------------------------------------6



Figure 3: A model whih turns upwind.

Figure 4: Turning tendeny, TORQUE, plottedagainst angle to wind, ALPHA in three windspeedsangle to wind is +90Æ or -90Æ. It is zero at 0Æ or180Æ but the downwind diretion (180Æ) is unstableso that the slightest turn away from down wind andthe moth will ontinue turning until it reahes theupwind heading. This model behaves exatly as themosquitoes desribed by Kennedy (1940).I have assumed that the right!left detetors redueleft wing-thrust but they might inrease right wing-thrust instead. How would this a�et the modeland how ould it be tested?2.3 The problem of maintaining ross-wind traksFigure 5 shows a moth asting at 90Æ to the wind.The broad arrows show that the wind diretionhanged in mid-ast, and yet the moth was able toadjust its trak to about 90Æ to the new wind dire-tion. The windspeed, too, may have varied during the

ast, although we annot tell beause there were nobubbles nearby from whih to alulate windspeed.Certainly, moths do maintain the same trak anglesin di�erent wind speeds (Fig. 6). As Fig. 7 shows,the onstant trak angles were ahieved by alteringboth ourse angle, �, and airspeed, A.Baker and Kuenen (1982) have shown that mothswhih have experiened wind and pheromone an per-form manoeuvres, suh as asting or ying up a hang-ing plume, even after the wind has dropped. More-over, the orientation of these manoeuvres is loselyrelated to the former wind diretion. In the ase ofasting there an be no question of hemotati ori-entation to the remaining plume, beause there isn'tone. Thus, the moths must have �xed and retainedthe former wind diretion. The model desribed be-low does this.2.4 A proposed mehanism of trakangle ontrolLudlow (1983) reviewed and explored several theoriesthat might explain ontrol of trak angle in di�erentwind speeds but found that most of them requiredextremely omplex onnetions within the nervoussystem. In ontrast, the following theory plaes fewdemands on the nervous system or on its evolution(Fig. 8). It has the added attration that it is approx-imate and predits that moths will not ontrol theirtrak angles or groundspeeds at exatly the same val-ues in di�erent windspeeds. Instead the theory pre-dits that they will make `mistakes'. The observeddistribution of angles and groundspeeds shows evi-dene of these `mistakes'. The theory also explainswhy groundspeed is ontrolled.The trak angle, �, is the sum of ourse angle, �, anddrift angle Æ. The theory proposes that trak angleontrol is in three parts:1. The moth identi�es the upwind diretion as thediretion in whih there is zero transverse imagemovement.2. It `ommands' a given trak angle with an exi-tatory signal7



Table 2: E�et of three windspeeds on a variety of measures of straight `legs' of moth traks, Plodia in-terpuntella. Note, if moths were ontrolling a variable aross windspeeds we should expet �2r = 1:39 andT = 25. Friedman two-way Wiloxon mathedVariable analysis of variane pairs test�2r P T PTrak angle towind, � 5.4 > 0:05 5 < 0:02Groundspeed, G 3.8 > 0:1 9 N.S.L+ T 1.4 0.5 25 N.S.L2 + T 2 = G2 4.2 > 0:1 10 N.S.Longitudinal omponentof groundspeed, L 5.6 > 0:05 2 < 0:01Transverse omponentof groundspeed, T 20.0 < 0:001 0 < 0:01Airspeed + Longitudinalomponent of groundspeed(A+ L) 1.4 0.5 27.7 N.S.
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Figure 5: Seleted traks of male gypsy moths ap-proahing a soure of both sex pheromone and bub-bles (Star). Thik line, trak apparently among bub-bles, with assoiated wind diretion (solid arrows).Thin line, trak away from bubbles, with assoiatedwind diretion (open arrows). a. progress towardssoure mainly by upwind ight among bubbles andpheromone (duration of trak 50 s, windspeed whenmoth among bubbles 0.8{2.0 m s�1); b. progress to-wards soure mainly during ross-wind asting awayfrom bubbles (time marks 0.5 s, windspeed whenmoth among bubbles 1-3 m s�1) , portion of trak 12m from soure showing hange diretion with hangeof wind diretion (wind speed among bubbles 1.7 ms�1) (From David, Kennedy and Ludlow, 1983).

Figure 6: Frequeny distribution of trak angles towind along straight legs in three windspeeds.3. Opposed to the ommand signal are two feed-baks. The �rst inreases as the moth turns fromthe upwind diretion. In e�et, the moth ountsthe angle turned from this position by an optomo-tor system and the signal opposes the ommandsignal. Optomotor systems have been well es-tablished in inset researh4. The upwind turning mehanism is `left on' andompensates automatially for wind drift by op-posing the ommand signal so that the trak an-gle reahed is a ompromise between the om-mand and the two negative feedbaks.5. Suh a system will not give onstant trak an-gle unless the moth divides by groundspeed orontrols groundspeed at a onstant value. In oth-erwords, dividing by groundspeed an be avoidedif the moth ontrols groundspeed at a onstantvalue. It also needs to maintain a onstantheight. Both height and groundspeed were keptwithin lose limits in the wind tunnel experi-ments and wild moths appear to ontrol thesevariables too.The full model is shown in Fig. 8 and, returning tothe idea of right and left wing thrust, the thrusts aregiven by:9



Figure 7: Triangles of veloities summarising the ob-served behaviour of moths ying at two sample trakangles, 30Æ and 90Æ to the right of the wind-line.Note how the moths maintained the same trak an-gle and assoiated ourse angle by adjusting theirourse angles to wind and their airspeeds, aordingto windspeed. At eah trak angle the groundspeedand therefore the speed of image movement was thesame in all windspeeds, but the diretion of imagemovement was di�erent between windspeeds (angleof image movement is the angle between ourse andtrak) (from Marsh, Kennedy and Ludlow, 1978)

Figure 8: The full modelTHRUSTL = PL - ALPHAL - TR - L/2.0THRUSTR = PR - ALPHAR - TL - L/2.0where PL and PR are ommand signals. When equalthe moth will y upwind, when di�erent it will yat some angle to the wind. ALPHAL and ALPHAR aresignals proportional to the number of degrees sinethe moth last faed upwind. TR and TL are right!leftand left!right omponents of image movement andL is the longitudinal omponent.Instead of ontrolling groundspeed, this model on-trols the sum of L+ T whih is an approximation togroundspeed, and instead of ontrolling the trak an-gle at the same values for eah windspeed it ontrolsA+L. As Table 2 shows, these two sums were moreonsistent aross windspeeds than any of the othervariables onsidered.Another predition of the theory is that the aurayof the system will depend on the availability of opto-motor ues needed for measuring the ourse angle, �after last heading upwind.3 Subsequent workWhen our work started, we assumed that zig-zaggingourred beause the moth was repeatedly `reahingthe edge of the plume' and turning bak on losingthe pheromone. That view had to be rejeted atan early stage, espeially when zigzagging was seenin uniform pheromone. Tom Baker introdued the10



term `ounter-turning' to desribe this feature andany model of moth orientation should inlude a sub-model to simulate ounter-turning.Suh a submodel would explain how the `preferreddiretions' or `ommand diretions' hanged withpheromone and other stimuli, while the orientationsubmodel (desribed above) explains how these om-mand diretions may be ahieved. In the model byLudlow (1983) the ommand signal for groundspeedis the sum of PL + PR while the ommand for turn-ing to the right is the di�erene PL�PR. Subsequentwork has thrown light on the fators that a�et thesesignals.Clearly the onset of pheromone, whih leads to up-wind ight, would do so in the model by reduingthe di�erene PL � PR. Charlton et al. (1993) useddi�erent onentrations of pheromone from 10 ngto 1000 ng and found that the moths steered sig-ni�antly smaller ourse angles as onentration in-reased. The overall width of the ight trak was alsoredued inspite of the fat that at the higher onen-trations the detetable pheromone plume was wider.Charlton et al. (1993) also found that the moths ewat progressively slower airspeeds and groundspeedsas pheromone onentration inreased, whih wouldhappen if pheromone redued the sum PL + PR.Inreasing temperature from 20ÆC to 26ÆC had theopposite e�et: it inreased groundspeed and ourseangles. This is onsistent with a higher sum (PL+PR)and di�erene (PL � PR).But neither temperature nor pheromone onentra-tion seemed to a�et the mean turning frequeny(. 4 turns s�1), even though the moth's thoraitemperature di�ered by 5ÆC. So the ounter-turningsubmodel should be insensitive to temperature andpheromone onentration.Mafra-Neto and Card�e (1994) found that the �ne-sale struture of the plume had a profound e�eton the trak, with high frequeny turbulene leadingto almost straight upwind movement. Many senseorgans and neurones respond more strongly to highfrequeny intermittent input than to ontinuous stim-ulation. Mafra-Neto and Card�e (1994) also foundthat the moth ould respond to individual pulses ofpheromone and, in a later paper, they `disseted' theight of moths in terms of single-pulse responses. A

more reent study by Lei and Hansson (1999) looksat the entral proessing of pulsed signals.In a more reent study still, Zanen and Card�e(1999) repeated the three windspeeds experimentof Marsh et al. (1978) but with many more detailsreorded, inluding diret measurement of the moth'sbody angle. They showed that the longitudinal axisof the moth was not always along the axis of its ourseand dedued that the moth was `rolling' so that itsthrust was direted slightly to one side (as well asdownward and bakward). This manoeuvre allowsthe moth to slip sideways while it is faing more orless upwind.Zanen and Card�e (1999) rejet my model and pro-pose a mehanism of their own. You need to readthe paper yourselves and form your own view, but Imust point out one or two things that are wrong ordiÆult to understand.� They say that my model ontrols the vetor sumof L + T , whereas it is the arithmeti or salarsum.� They aim that my model was not designed tosimulate ight in still air, whereas the wholepoint of introduing �l and �r was to explainhow the moth an ope with still air.� They seem to think that the model ontrols onlyL + T and make no referene to it measuringthe the number of degrees sine last pointing up-wind.� Wherever they refer to rolling or yawing (eg.page 25 of their paper) they mean pure rollingand pure yawing. This leads to misleadingingstatements suh as: \A very small perentageof ying time is spent yawing." (p27). In fat,nearly 50% of the moths time is spent in bank-ing (whih is yawing and rolling simultaneously(their Fig. 7)� What really matters is the perentage of steer-ing angle that is due to rolling and what due toyawing. Calulations from their Table 3 showthat 70{90% of the mean trak angle own bythe moths was due to wind drift; 12{24% wasdue to yawing and only 2{3% due to rolling.11



� For ourse angles the �gures are 9{15% of ourseangle due to rolling, and the rest due to yawing.For the true angle of visual movement only 2.1{3.5% was due to rolling, with the rest due towind drift.� In otherwords, their data show that rolling anbe important, in those ases where yawing doesnot happen, but most of the moth's steering isdone by yawing.With these aveats, it is an exellent experiment anda paper well worth reading. Zanen and Card�e (1999)propose that Gypsy moths ontrol zigzagging ight intwo steps: they �nd the wind diretion on a ounterturn (as proposed by Ludlow, 1983). Then, omingout of the turn with their bodies aligned with thewind, the moth's roll away from the wind toward apreferred slip angle. (Slip angle is the true angle ofimage movement allowing for the fat that the mothmay be pointing and ying in slightly di�erent dire-tions. Slip angle equals the sum of the drift angle andthe angle indued by rolling).In pratie, this is very similar to my model beausethey assume that the roll-indued angle is a measureof the deviation between wind and body angle, whileI assume simply that the moth measures this devia-tion by ounting the degrees it has turned sine lastupwind, using either opotomotor or kinaestheti ues.Zanen and Card�e (1999) point out that, in high wind-speeds, a very small roll will reah the preferred trueangle of image movement, so their system has built-inompensation for wind speed.The ruial questions are whether this ompensationis enough (whih needs to be modelled); how muhof the steering is due to yawing and how muh dueto rolling; how the moth measures the sum of yawingand rolling, beause it annot ompensate for winddrift unless it does. It would be partiularly interest-ing to �nd what happens in still air: is all steeringby rolling or is yawing still important?Finally, there is nothing in the data they present thattests my model, although they ite Willis and Card�e(1990) who have data that do hallenge it.A number of other papers ite the mod-elling work and make useful reading.They inlude: Belanger and Arbas (1998);
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